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This post is relevant to institutional investors interested in trading exchange-traded funds (ETFs) in signiﬁcant volume.
Individual investors do not always have access to liquidity providers to trade ETFs as referenced below. We answer the
same question from clients every day: “It’s always easy to get in, but what if I need to get out?” When fear and volatility
spike in the marketplace, investors worry that they will not be able to liquidate their investments. This concern is
understandable, but it is also important to recognize that ETFs are just a wrapper for underlying investments. Our
Capital Markets team has spent the last ﬁve years working with traders, market makers and liquidity providers across the
entire ETF trading universe to make sure they understand how WisdomTree ETFs are structured and managed. As a
result, the trading community feels more comfortable trading our products in the marketplace and providing block
liquidity directly to our client base via the block ETF market. When our clients need instant liquidity, we provide them
access through a network of liquidity providers across the ETF landscape. For example, on March 3, 2014, a client
wanted to unwind 277,375 shares of the WisdomTree Chinese Yuan Strategy Fund CYB (approx. $7,000,000 notional) in
one trade. Prior to this trade, the average volume of CYB year-to-date (January 2 – February 28) was approximately
56,000
shares
per
day,
as
illustrated
in
the
chart
below.

The average daily volume of
an ETF can be irrelevant as long as the underlying securities in the ETF have sufﬁcient liquidity. CYB invests in Chinese
yuan (CNY) forwards, Chinese yuan in Hong Kong (CNH) forwards and CNH time deposits—all of which are extremely
liquid instruments that help CYB achieve its stated exposure. The client’s execution is shown below.
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The market at the time was 25.25
(bid) – 25.29 (ask) and the client was able to sell the entire block—all 277,375 shares—in one piece on the bid at 25.25.
The client traded substantially more shares than the average daily volume for the previous two months. If the underlying
securities are accessible and liquid, then that liquidity can easily translate to instantaneous ETF liquidity. This exempliﬁes
the power of the ETF structure, since the client was able to trade almost 400% of the average daily volume (ADV) in one
trade. When we structure and launch our ETFs, we keep close watch on liquidity in the underlying markets that can
directly affect the liquidity available in the ETF. The strength of the ETF structure is that it makes average daily volume
essentially irrelevant, as long as investors have access to liquidity providers or traders that can transfer the liquidity in the
underlying markets into the ETF.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

There are risks associated with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves special risks, such
as risk of loss from currency ﬂuctuation or political or economic uncertainty. This Fund focuses its investments in China,
thereby increasing the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which can adversely affect
performance. Investments in emerging or frontier markets are generally less liquid and less efﬁcient than investments in
developed markets and are subject to additional risks, such as risks of adverse governmental regulation and intervention
or political developments. Investments in currency involve additional special risks, such as credit risk and interest rate
ﬂuctuations. Derivative investments can be volatile, and these investments may be less liquid than other securities, and
more sensitive to the effects of varied economic conditions. As this Fund can have a high concentration in some issuers,
the Fund can be adversely impacted by changes affecting those issuers. Unlike typical exchange-traded funds, there are
no indexes that the Fund attempts to track or replicate. Thus, the ability of the Fund to achieve its objectives will depend
on the effectiveness of the portfolio manager. Due to the investment strategy of this Fund, it may make higher capital
gain distributions than other ETFs. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
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Liquidity : The degree to which an asset or security can be bought or sold in the market without affecting the asset’s
price. Liquidity is characterized by a high level of trading activity. Assets that can be easily bought or sold are known as
liquid asset.
Volatility : A measure of the dispersion of actual returns around a particular average level.&nbsp.
Market maker : Someone who quotes a buy and a sell price in a financial instrument.
Liquidity providers : Traders that facilitate the trading of ETF shares by conducting the transference of liquidity between
the underlying basket shares and the ETF.
Block liquidity : The degree to which an asset or security can be bought or sold in large size the market without affecting
the asset’s price.
Block ETF market : The block ETF market is when a broker dealer, market maker, or liquidity provider can give the
client one “block” price to buy or sell an ETF.
Notional : The dollar value of the derivative contract.
CNY forward : An agreement to buy or sell a speciﬁc currency at a future date at an agreed upon rate. CNY denotes
Chinese Yuan Forward.
CNH forward : An agreement to buy or sell a speciﬁc currency at a future date at an agreed upon rate. CNH denotes
Chinese Yuan circulated offshore in Hong Kong.
CNH time deposit : Offshore Chinese Yuan deposited with a bank for a defined period of time.
Market : A bid and an offer on a particular ETF.
Bid Price : The price that a someone will buy an ET.
Ask Price : The price that someone will sell an ETF.
Average daily volume : Average dollar amount traded over the course of a single trading day.
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